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"wards the keepers frequently caught cross-bred rats, at

"first half-breds, afterwards with less of the character of the

"snake-rat, till at length all traces of it disappeared.8 On

the other band, in some parts of London, especially near the

docks, where fresh rats are frequently imported, an endless

variety of intermediate forms may be found between the

brown, black, and snake rat, which are all three usually
ranked as distinct species.

How many generations are necessary for one species or race

to absorb another by repeated crosses has often been dis

cussed; and. the requisite number has probably been much

exaggerated. Some writers have maintained that a dozen

or score, or even more generations, are necessary; but this in

itself iß improbable, for in the tenth generation there would

be only 1-1024th part of foreign blood in the offspring.
Gärtner found,") that with plants, one species could be made

to absorb another in from three to five generations, and he

believes that this could always be effected in from six to

seven generations. in one instance, however, Kölreuter"

speaks of the offspring of Mivabilis vulgaris, crossed during

eight successive generations by .31. lonqzfiora, as resembling
this latter species so closely, that the most scrupulous
observer could detect "vix aliquam notabilem difYerentiam"
or, as he says, he succeeded, "ad plenariam fere transmuta
tionem." But this expression shows that the act of absorp
tion was not even then absolutely complete, though these

crossed plants contained only the 1-256th part of M. vulgaris.
The conclusions of such accurate observers as Gärtner and

Kölreuter are of far higher worth than those made without

scientific aim by breeders. The most precise account which
I have met with is given by Stonehenge,

12 and is illustrated

by photographs. Mr. Hanley crossed a greyhound bitch with

a bulldog; the offspring in each succeeding generation being
recrossed with first-rate greyhounds. As Stonehenge remarks,
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